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- SaaS Technology provider for **Linux PAM & Security Observability software**
- Expertise in **Linux system observability and security control implementation for Enterprise & Mid-market businesses.**
- Founded in 2016 - Milun Tesovic, Jake King
- 2 Patents held on core control & observability technology
- 45 Employees: Boston & Vancouver.
- 100% engineering staff in Vancouver, BC.
Cmd: DevOps-Preferred Linux security

optimized for agile teams operating high-performance, high-scale clouds & data centers

- Redefine **privileged access management** for cloud and containers.
- Solve **compliance** challenges for modern teams
- Enhancing **EDR** with rich session-based telemetry
COLLABORATION: AREAS OF INTEREST

● Data Share Collaboration
  ○ Linux Process intelligence
  ○ Linux threat intelligence
  ○ Control implementation statistics

● Technology Collaboration
  ○ System hardening and control collaboration
  ○ Multi-factor authentication integration
  ○ Application profiling and observability
PARTNERS AND EXPERTISE

● Existing Partnerships
  ○ Duo Security, Yubico - **Multi-factor authentication**
  ○ OKTA, OneLogin - **SCIM & User Management**

● Desired Partnerships/Missing Expertise
  ○ Managed SOC / Managed Infrastructure vendors
  ○ Threat intelligence APIs / Threat feeds
  ○ Multi-factor authentication integrations
  ○ Alert Management / Devops workflow integrations
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